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Introduction
Most businesses worldwide use spreadsheets like 
Microsoft Excel™ for budgeting and forecasting, but 
at what risk? And while it does provide a valuable 
service to finance executives for one-off spreadsheet 
creation, Excel lacks the functionality to systematize 
accounting processes.

While Microsoft Excel is a valuable tool for businesses 
to employ, businesses of all sizes – large and small – 
need an easy-to-use, robust financial software system 
that automates budget, forecasting and planning 
processes. The creation of balance sheets, forecasts 
and profit and loss statements that flow from an 
organi-zation’s general ledger must be immediate and 
100% accurate. This is fundamental to the long term 
health of any organization.

While companies may be reluctant to abandon Excel 
completely as a budgeting, forecasting and 
accounting tool, the problems with spreadsheet 
based processes are numerous, not well documented 
and difficult to solve. This whitepaper discusses the 
issues with spread-sheet-centric budgeting and the 
business advantages of application software built and 
optimized for budget and forecast creation, 
management and long-term financial planning. The 
goal is to assist small and mid-sized businesses 
transition to a budget and forecast solution that 
enables collaboration with visibility, reli-ability and 
accountability in a controlled setting.

Where Excel Falls Short
Over the past decade many studies have analyzed the 
lack of effectiveness of spreadsheet use among 
companies worldwide. A report performed by the 
Aberdeen Group (2014) summarized the results of 
the report based on a survey of 167 organizations, 
outlin-ing the reasons for, and benefits of moving 
beyond spreadsheets. Aberdeen’s 2014 Financial 
Planning, Bud-geting, and Forecasting and Enterprise 
Performance Management Benchmark Survey found 
that 91% of organizations still utilize spreadsheets in 
some capacity.                                  

Version Control and 
Simple Errors1

A typical $50-200 million-dollar company requires 
between 250-500 spreadsheets (different versions 
and iterations) to produce a final budget and forecast 
each year. A typical company could have 50 different 
people involved in or “touching” those spreadsheets 
or individ-ual workbooks or worksheets.

What can go wrong? Many things. Simple errors in-
clude rows not matching, diverging spreadsheet 
builds and import template errors. Furthermore, 
spreadsheet budgeting often requires complex 
macros, which may lead to formula errors and broken 
links among various workbooks. The Aberdeen report 
also revealed that 64% of respondents report version 
control issues. As a result, employees may be working 
with old or inaccu-rate data. The other top problem 
with spreadsheets is their manual nature of input 
which is time-consuming, inefficient, and subject to 
mistakes. For example, 51% noted that formulas can 
be easily broken.

In addition to these simple errors, Excel cannot man-
date conformity. A finance team would be hard-
pressed to quality-check each individual spreadsheet 
and iteration. The finance or accounting team may 
not be familiar with every nuance of the marketing, 
human resources or sales budget and forecast.

“But just because spreadsheets are near ubiqui-
tous for performing these tasks, does not mean 
that they are the best tools available. While 
spreadsheets are easy to use and familiar, they 
lack the functionality needed to create accurate, 
timely forecasts.”
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Lack of Privacy2
Privacy and security are ever-present concerns for 
companies. Firewalls are built to keep hackers and 
competitors away from sensitive information, yet 
Excel offers no privacy within your company’s walls. 
When Excel is your budgeting tool, payroll, ledger 
details, the cost of benefits and other sensitive 
details of the busi-ness may be viewed by any 
employee with a hand in the overall budget and 
forecast process. For example, a sales or marketing 
executive can easily access payroll particulars across 
multiple departments.

While Excel affords the ability to make last-minute 
changes to any data, these last minute additions, 
modifications or deletions, some of which could be 
unauthorized, further jeopardize the integrity of the 
budgeting process. A “final”, 100% accurate budget 
rarely exists in a company that uses Excel as its 
primary budgeting tool.

The finance team is ultimately responsible for fixing 
any errors and creating the most accurate forecast 
and budget possible. Last minute changes, user 
errors and formatting issues result in wasted 
productivity and headaches for any finance team that 
is responsible for the overall budget and forecast 
process. Long hours and weekends are the norm, not 
the exception, during the budget and planning 
process!

Costly Mistakes4
Excel “Hell” has millions of listings and horror 
stories abound about costly errors due to Excel 
spreadsheet problems. According to a study by 
Panko & Halver-son, there are 3 types of errors 
that typically occur in spreadsheet modeling 
applications:

• Mechanical error, which arises from, flawed 
typing, pointing or other miscue.

• Logic error where an inappropriate algorithm is 
chosen or where incorrect formulas are
created to implement the chosen algorithm.

• Omissions errors where critical components are 
excluded from the model in its entirety. 

The three stories below are real-life examples and tell 
the tale of common results of Excel spreadsheet blun-
ders – loss of money, time and credibility. The names 
and companies are withheld to protect company and 
individual privacy.

“While Excel affords the ability to make last min-
ute changes to any data, these last minute 
additions, modifications or deletions, some of 
which could be unauthorized, further jeopardize 
the integrity of the budgeting process. A “final”, 
100% accurate budget rarely exists in a company 
that uses Excel as its primary budgeting tool.”

Last Minute Changes3
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Lost Money5
Pro Forma Budget Excel Calculation Error Leads to 
Revenue Loss 

Thomas, a new business analyst for a multi-billion 
dollar food service contractor, just landed a $20 
million food service contract for a major 
entertainment resort in North America. This 
particular food service contract looked to be a 
lucrative one for his company for the next three 
years. Thomas was diligent and created his Pro Forma 
budget taking in account food cost and service 
expenses. His initial calculations resulted in a $3 
million dollar net profit for his company. 

Unfortunately for Thomas, he did not realize that an 
incorrect food expense structure error would not 
only eat away at this profit, but create a loss for his 
compa-ny. This simple Excel calculation error went 
undetect-ed for the first five months, until Judy, an 
accounting executive, noted the loss. 

Judy recognized the error and alerted Thomas to his 
costly mistake. Thomas needed to rework the 
contract parameters to stop the losses. Fortunately 
for Thomas, the entertainment resort was willing to 
renegotiate the contract, but the losses from the first 
five months were never recovered. Using a database 
with automated cal-culation formulas would have 
corrected this right away as costs are automatically 
calculated and consolidated in real time.

Lost Time6
Multiple Spreadsheets with Inconsistent Row Data and 
CEO Requests Leads to Late-Night Budget Re-do

Sarah was recently appointed the CFO for a $100 mil-lion 
manufacturing company. Her first task as CFO was to 
finalize the corporation’s yearly budget for the 8 am 
meeting tomorrow. The budget was in its 3rd iteration 
and nearly finished. Her staff asked for final expense 
input from the 50 different department managers. Her 
staff thought they were ahead of the game by provid-ing 
a standard template for each manager to use. The 
template listed account numbers down the side and 
months across. Department managers just needed to 
add expenses per account. Her team collected the final 
Excel spreadsheets and went to work consolidating 
them. Unfortunately, several managers added several 
rows to the standardized spreadsheets to provide more 
clarifica-tion for management. So the 50 individual 
standardized spreadsheets were no longer standardized 
for automatic consolidation. Some sheets had 60 rows 
while others now had 61, 62 or 63 rows. Sarah and her 
team needed to speak to individual managers to discuss 
the changes and consolidate the spreadsheets into a 
final budget.

To complicate matters further, her CEO asked her team 
at 4 pm that evening to create multiple versions to show 
profitability increases of 3 and 10 percent. Sarah could 
not tell her boss that her team was frantically trying to 
recon-solidate 50 spreadsheets, so she and her team 
worked until 3 am that morning consolidating the 
spreadsheets into a final budget with profitability 
increases built in. She hoped that the changes were 
correct for her 8 am meet-ing. If Sarah and her team 
used a budget and forecast software, the department 
managers would be forced to use a standard template 
and consolidation would occur automatically. Now a 
sleep deprived Sarah would have to present the budget 
to her management team hoping she and her team did 
not create any late-night errors.



To Simple Excel Miscalculation Leads to Loss of 
Confidence from Senior Management

Andrew is the marketing manager for a $10 million 
software company. He recently went into a budget 
meeting with his senior management team asking to 
expand his marketing budget to increase online 
advertising. Andrew reviewed his Excel spreadsheet 
before the meeting and felt confident that 
everything was correct. 

When he uploaded the presentation to the screen, 
he realized that he made one simple calculation 
error. He hoped to quickly smooth over the error 
and press on with his presentation. Unfortunately 
for Andrew, his CEO and CFO could not get past the 
mistake and quickly called off the meeting, fearing 
that the rest of his data may be incorrect. 
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Lost Credibility7
Andrew’s CEO and CFO did not appreciate him 
wasting their time and said they would not sit 
through another meeting if his materials were 
incorrect. Needless to say, Andrew did not receive 
the increase to his budget and had to schedule 
another meeting, due to a simple Excel calculation 
error. His entire effort was called into question by 
senior management and he lost credibility with his 
senior management team by wasting every-one’s 
time. By using standard budget and forecasting 
software, Andrew would be able to access built-in 
financial logic –ensuring the calculations in his 
presen-tation were correct from the start. 
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The Growing Need for Budget and Forecast Software In 
2010, CFO Research Services surveyed senior finance 
executives regarding corporate performance man-
agement. The survey details the pitfalls and provides 
advice for effectively implementing performance 
management. In the study, executives expect compe-
tition to increase markedly among all industries over 
the next two years. As such, corporate performance 
management will become more fundamental to the 
success of all organizations. Forecasting, performance 
metrics, and reliable reporting are the most 
important initiatives for finance departments, but 
nearly half of the respondents feel they’re not 
sufficiently equipped to evaluate the costs and 
benefits of technology improvements. Furthermore, 
nearly half of respon-dents say it will be very 
important for their companies to improve their ability 
to produce information used for planning, budgeting, 
and forecasting. Finally, 68 percent of respondents 
anticipate that technology improvement will play an 
important or critical role in improving performance 
management at their compa-nies over the next two 
years.

Businesses of all sizes face many challenges including:

• Increased competition from global 
companies

• Shortened business cycles

• Capital access

• Increased regulation

• Resource constraints

• Accurate financial statements, including cash 
flow analysis 

The Benefits of Budget and Forecast Software 

Consistency and 
Reporting1

Perhaps the greatest advantage budget and forecast-
ing software has over spreadsheet-only budgeting is 
the ability to create “data trees” and consolidate data 
across an organization’s financial and operational 
land-scape. Many robust budget and forecasting 
software applications can easily create income 
statements categorized by department – lining up 
with the overall company’s statements. With a robust 
packaged soft-ware application, balance sheet and 
cash flow state-ments are automatically created then 
consolidated no matter the company or department 
size.

Furthermore, finance departments may create pre-
sentation-style reporting for senior-level managers or 
effectively drill down to transaction detail reports for 
line-level managers. The ability to successfully report 
keeps each department on track with sales goals, ex-
penses and can easily be incorporated into the 
overall company’s cash flow statement, allowing 
executives the ability to better forecast profitability 
and losses.

All transactions are consolidated and automatically 
saved, unlike Excel. This consolidation branches out 
throughout different departments, seamlessly updat-
ing various views.
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Ease of Use

 software solutions are now easier to imple-
ment and run than ever. Most pre-packaged software 
applications are up and running in less than 48 hours 
of training. Many budget planning solutions provide 
support and training as part of the initial purchase, 
which enables small businesses to better afford and 
utilize their software.

Packaged software is designed to be easy to use 
across all departments. Financial logic is built in, so 
employees without a financial degree can quickly 
contribute to the financial statements and forecasts 
without having to create complicated formulas in 
Excel.

Some of the benefits of packaged budget and forecast 
solutions include:

2
Packaged

  
 

  

  
 

  
 
 

• Built-in accounting logic (debit and credit 
accounting rules)

• Automatic consolidations

• User-friendly, easy to understand and does not 
place a drain on IT resources

• Standardized GAAP reporting – P&L, balance 
sheet, cash flow, actuals vs. plan, line items and 
forecasts, monthly and quarterly 

Privacy3
While many departments within an organization have 
fiscal responsibility, not all company information should 
be shared. Creating budgets in Excel allows all 
employees to view sensitive financial data that should 
be for senior management’s eyes only. Budget and 
forecast applica-tions provide built-in security settings, 
which allow access to authorized personnel only. 
Sensitive info stays within the confines of the senior 
management team or with authorized personnel only.

Initial Investment 
Pays Dividends4

Many budget and software packages are now affordable 
to the small and mid-sized enterprises. With pre-
packaged solutions falling into the $5,000–$20,000 
range, a small to medium-sized business can recoup its 
investment in as little as one budget cycle by saving 
time, finance and accounting resources. The intelligence, 
low-cost of entry and easy implementation of the 
software contributes to that savings.

Many packaged software applications have links to 
popular accounting and software applications like Sage, 
QuickBooks and Excel to make it easy for com-panies to 
integrate their organizational structure, chart of 
accounts and historical information into the application. 
Incorporating these entries manually can take countless 
number of hours and additional manpower.
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Conclusion
In closing, the main benefits of incorporating budget 
and forecasting software into your financial team’s 
toolbox, is that it provides more accurate, inclusive 
and timely budgets, while significantly reducing 
budget creation time and resources. Packaged 
software ap-plications pinpoint profitability by 
business division, product or service lines as well as 
geographic region instantly, enabling companies to 
better distribute resources, cash and personnel and 
integrate seamlessly with an organization’s general 
ledger.

Additional benefits over spreadsheets include 
security, reducing errors and eliminating surprises 
that occur when multiple managers are creating the 
overall bud-get. Budget and forecast software 
provides layers of protection with workflow approval 
options in place. Ultimately budget and forecasting 
software offers more sophisticated modeling and 
streamlines the overall budget and planning 
processes.    

Checklist
When moving your company from Excel spread-
sheet-based budgeting to a packaged budget and 
forecast solution, there are four key areas to 
evaluate: modeling; budgeting and forecasting; 
reporting and analysis, and technology integration. 
The following checklist provides an overview of what 
features to look for in a budget and forecast solution: 

Modeling
    Built-in business and financial logic
    Built-in spread and waterfall recognition schedules      
    Organizational hierarchical views
    Driver-based planning
    Security 

Budgeting & Forecasting
    Expense budgeting and reforecast/rolling forecasts 
    Workforce, capital asset, inventory, bills of materials,       
what-if scenario planning
    Revenue recognition
    Top-down allocation and budget-up calculations    
    Debt and workflow management 

Reporting & Analysis
    Automatic Consolidation
    Integrated P&L, balance sheet and cash flow    
    Drag & drop report builder, report distribution and 
statement of cash flows 
    Presentation-style and multi-dimensional reporting 
    Drill-down level capabilities

Technology
    Database Support
    Users Supported
    Installation Time in Minutes and average   
implementation Time
    Real-time data calculation – no batch processing     
    Excel Integration (Prebuilt Excel Templates)
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